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Southern Report Recently I had the opportunity to catch up with our members on the North West coast
and was pleasantly surprised at the turnout and the fact that many members brought objects
along for the interest and education of all members. A great deal of sharing of knowledge.
Very shortly we will be holding our Annual General Meeting and all members will receive
a ballot paper in the mail with a reply paid envelope. I encourage all members to participate
in the ballot but should remind every one that only votes from financial members will
be accepted. Subscriptions are now due and payable.
We have now some 80 plus members in all however our attendances at club meetings are
not as good as they could be. In a busy world attending meetings can some times be difficult
however every member should try to get to some meetings each year and support the club.
It is not improbable that in time in the current political climate that attendance might become
an obligation as it is with competitive shooting clubs.
Some events are coming up and information about those are in the club notes below.
John L
North Western Report
Hello from the Northwest. Firstly some of us have made the move by joining the Smithton
Rifle Club and hopefully more to follow. I would like to thank Stephen T. for his efforts in
coordinating the transition of this for those that have joined.
I would also like to thank everybody that contributes with the 'show and tell' at our meetings.
These people continue to bring items, which many are very rare and expensive, to the meetings
and then share the knowledge and experience with the members. Again thank you.
Our meetings have been voted to go monthly as a trail until early next year with a review to
continue or go back to bi-monthly. Either way, I hope the meetings continue well past early
next year. Last night was a little down on numbers, with some sick and some away but
hopefully with the weather picking up we can get back to the numbers we normally have.
So for now, cheers and hope to see you on the Wednesday 7th October.
Steve W.
Dates to remember
(Significant Australian history dates)
4 Oct 1917
5 Oct 1951
8 Oct 1915
16 Oct 1945
18 Oct 1945
23 Oct 1942
30 Oct 1918
1 Nov 1914

Sergeant Mc Gee awarded VC for action at Ypres
Hill 317 Captured in Korea
Gen. Birdwood advised to evacuate Gallipoli
2 Royal Australian Regiment formed
HMAS Geelong sunk as a result of a collision
Break through at El Alemein
Turkey surrenders
AIF Convoy leaves Albany
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Militaria Column –

A Tale of Two Boxes – John L
Boxes, Wood, Ammunition, Small Arm, with Tin Lining, Revolver, Enfield, 240 rounds, Land
Service (Mark 11) List of Changes No 4094 16 Jun 1882
This box is described as differing only from LOC 3923 in having an improved lid. The lid has a brass
split pin with a length of twisted copper wire attached. The pin is inserted in the hole in the lid to
prevent it sliding open, the wire runs through a slot into the elliptical depression. This allows the box to
be opened quickly in the field without using a screw driver. The box is made of mahogany with a rope
handle at one end.
LOC 3757 Distinguishing marks for Packages of Small Arms Ammunition, 19 Jul 1880
Indicates that a brown circle will be used to mark boxes containing– Pistol, Enfield Ammunition, when
that ammunition is introduced on 30 Nov 1880 (Mk 1).
The Mark 111 Cartridge was introduced vide LOC 3970 on 10 Dec 1881
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Note 1887 Mk 11 R↑L
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Chest Arms, List of Changes No 777, 1 Apr 1863
This box was approved for 20 naval Rifles and sword bayonets with cutlass guards. A subsequent
approval was promulgated for;
Chest Arm, for 20 arms, Rifle, Martini Henry with fittings mark 1, List of Changes 2665, 12 Sep
1874
It was described as suitable for rifles with sword bayonets
Chest Arm, for 20 arms, Rifle, Martini Henry, List of Changes No 2736, 13 Apr 1875
This chest could be fitted to convey 40 cutlass bayonets or 20 arms only.
The below Chest Arms is hard to identify. Did it start life as No 777? Then later converted to No 2736?
The last image with the white stencilled No 6 on close examination shows the numerals 18 5 stamped
into the dovetail joint. The missing digit is likely to be either 6 or 7. If 6 it could be a recycled No 777.
If a 7 why is it marked for Snider Naval rifles? The possible answer could be that it was later used to
store some of the 250 Naval Snider’s that Tasmania purchased from the Royal Navy Depot in Sydney
and which were used by cadets.
The lid markings suggest the box was despatched from the UK to Tasmania with Martini Henry Rifles.
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Heraldry Column

Tasmanian Rangers
Richard D has found a Tasmanian Rangers badge (2nd pattern) 1903 – 12 period that has had the last two
letters of Rangers removed. He is interested if any other members have observed badges treated the
same way. Was there a Tasmanian Range on the North West Coast?
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At the time of Federation in 1901 the Tasmanian Rifle Regiment (TRR) comprised three Battalions
numbered 1-3.
The 3rd Battalion was located on the North West coast with 8 Companies located at various places from
Latrobe to Strahan. It was part of the Volunteer element of the Australian Military Forces
The transfer of all the colonial military forces to the Commonwealth of Australia occurred on 1 July
1903 with the passing of the Defence Act. The 3rd Battalion TRR became the Tasmanian Rangers. The
first cap and collar badges had a Thylacine on them and are extremely rare. Only two examples are
known. The Uniform also included a cloth title on the sleeve just above the elbow. It had the words
Tasmanian Rangers embroidered in green on a kahki background. (In many years of collecting I have
not seen either a Tasmanian Rangers or a Launceston Infantry one, Editor).

Derwent Infantry Title 1903

1908 renamed the 1st Battalion of the Tasmanian Rangers Regiment.
1911 Approval given on 1st January to transfer the Tasmanian Rangers and the Derwent Regiment from
the Volunteer Force to the Militia. At this time the compulsory military service scheme began with four
battalions 90, 91, 92, 93 approved. The 90th on the west coast never eventuated and the Militia there
continued to use the Tasmanian Rangers badge whereas the numeral 91 became the badge of the NW
coast Battalion. In practice this varied from place to place. Officers tendered continue to wear
Tasmanian Rangers cap badges and other ranks are often seen with either a numeral badge on the side of
the slouch hat clipped up or their old unit badge continued to be worn and the numeral badge placed on
the puggaree at the front.
1919 Re titled 2nd Battalion 12 Infantry Regiment (Tasmanian Rangers) with sub units at Devonport,
Ulverstone, forth, Spreyton, Wesley Vale, Latrobe, Sheffield, Railton, Deloraine and also some in both
the Northern and Southern Midlands. The 5th Battalion 12th Infantry Regiment had sub units from
Burnie to Queenstown.
1921 2nd Battalion 12th Infantry Regiment (Tasmanian Rangers) became the 12th Battalion with HQ at
Devonport and the 5th/12th Infantry Regiment became the 52nd Battalion with HQ at Burnie.
1924 the HQ of 12th Battalion relocated to Launceston
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1927 the 12th Battalion granted territorial title of Launceston Regiment and in effect the Tasmanian
Rangers disappeared.
1937 The 12/50th Battalion created with the relocation of the 50th Battalion title from South Australia
and linked to the 12th Battalion. Sub units of this new Battalion were located at Latrobe, Devonport,
Deloraine, Westbury and Burnie.
1939 The territorial title The Tasmanian Rangers approved for the 50th Battalion
1943 12/50th Battalion became an AIF unit and renamed 12th/50th Australian Infantry Battalion
1945 12th/50th AIB disbanded, 12th AIB linked to the 40th Battalion to become 12th/40th AIB
1946 12th/40th AIB disbanded

Patterson Barracks circa 1939
Image courtesy Wynyard RSL
Note the two cannons are still located at Patterson Barracks
although that part of both carriages that the soldier is sitting on are missing
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Special Constable Badge
The Editor is looking for any information in relation to this badge.

Marked - Stokes and Sons Melb.

Webbing Column

Pack Boards used in Korea and Viet Nam by Australians – John L
US Army Pack Board Plywood
This packboard first appeared in World War 11 and replaced the Yukon Frame (see CF Vol 32 No 1).
The Australian Army obtained and issued a variety of both US Army and British Army equipment
during the Korean War, especially cold weather clothing. It is not clear how widespread the use of the
packboard plywood was but have seen at least ne other image with a Vickers Gun strapped to one.
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Front and Rear of Pack Board
The steel heavy load platforms could be clipped to either of the
three rectangular cut outs in the right hand image

Images Wikipedia Commons
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Korea. 1951-04. 4/40017 Private A. Bennett, a mortarman from Support Company, 3rd Battalion, The
Royal Australian Regiment (3RAR), attached to A Company for the attack on Hill Sardine.
Note: He is also wearing a Belt Cartridge CAL .30 M-1923. The soldier behind has the OML 3 inch
mortar bipod.

Everest Carrier
There is little information on the Everest Carrier. When it first appeared in British service the steel
frame had leather straps but later versions had kahki webbing straps. Originally it had a canvas (later
kahki webbing) slide on tray cover. It was used by bicycle mounted troops who affixed the frame to the
front of the handle bars of the bicycle and also commando troops. It was ideal for heavier loads.
The frame would appear to have been used in Australia to carry radio sets.
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Front view

Tray folded up for flat pack

Side view
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Pack Board GS (Aust)
This pack board appeared in the early 1950’s in Australian service although I have not been able to
establish the date. There is an image in the AWM (PO2201.101) which shows a signaller with a radio
strapped to one in Korea. It was certainly in service up until Viet Nam. The tubular steel frame was
fitted with kahki webbing back support straps, tie down straps and a head band strap. The latter had a
yellow felt pad and the shoulder straps the WW11 Pattern 1937 brace pads.
The should straps also had a short 1 inch wide strap to which a Pattern 1937 ammunition pouch could be
attached.
The British during late World War 11 adopted a General Service Manpack Carrier which had an
aluminium frame and green coloured webbing very much like the Pattern 1944 Infantry Equipment
material with which it is often associated. It too had a head band strap. I cannot help but think that the
Pack Board GS Aust. was influenced by the British carrier.

Front View
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Back view
(Note the Ammunition Box is for display)
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Korea, c.1951-02, with earphones on his head, 2/949 Corporal (Cpl) G.F. ('Fibber') McGee,
a member of the Machine Gun Platoon, 3rd Battalion, The Royal Australian Regiment (3RAR),
transmits or receives a message on a radio set standing on the edge of a shallow dugout.
Thick snow covers the ground around Cpl McGee, and he is wearing a pile cap and padded
wind proof jacket as protection against the winter cold. Part of a hoochie is visible at lower left.
(Donor I. Robertson)
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Phuoc Tuy Province, South Vietnam. July 1970. Armed with a US Rocket Launcher 66mm M72 Light
Anti Tank Weapon (LAW) and an L1A1 self-loading rifle, Private Nicholas Andropof of Reservoir,
Vic, patrols silently through a rubber plantation during a combined infantry-tank operation against Viet
Cong bunker systems in Operation Petrie. He is a member of 8th Battalion, The Royal Australian
Regiment (8RAR).

Case Pistol Mark I
At the August North Western Branch meeting Dennis H brought along a nice Webley Mark VI revolver
and a holster seeking more information about it. The holster is a Case Pistol Sam Browne Mk I although
it has been modified in that a section of the belt loop has been cut off and a leather shoulder carrying
strap added as no doubt a previous owner did not want to wear it on a belt.
The belt loop was sewn on such that when worn the muzzle of a holstered pistol pointed rearward.
Ostensibly this was done so that if accidently discharged whist mounted the projectile would not hit the
rider’s horse. Also the belt loop originally had a brass billet hook which fitted in a hole on the Sam
Browne belt to permanently locate the holster in a desired position. A brass “D” was also attached to the
rear for attachment of the shoulder brace strap when two such straps were worn.
The Pistol Case was introduced in 1902 and remained in British Service until 1955 when it was removed
from the stores and the Sam Browne belt became a ceremonial item of dress.
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Dennis’ holster

An unmodified Case Pistol Mk I
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Billet hook on belt loop

Arms Column –
Where is your Article?

Edged Weapons Column I would like to start a little project that will develop some knowledge around the ubiquitous
Personal issued clasp knife. Most collectors will have one some where in their collection.
All usually have a date, makers name and often a NATO stock number.
If you have one please record its year of manufacture, maker, stock number and whether it has
a marlin spike and any other information. Use our web site email to send the information through. All
the information gathered will add to our collective knowledge when published.

4/1970 Joseph Rogers, Sheffield
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Wittingslowe Adelaide

Shelham 8/1983

Artillery Column

Notes on Smooth Bore Cannon – John L
If you are like me where ever I go I carry a camera and look for things I find of interest to me.
Artillery is one area of interest and around Australia you can find numerous examples of artillery that
include obsolete guns used by Australian military forces and also captured enemy guns in parks, at
historic fortifications, scattered through Australian Defence Force bases and on war memorials.
Quite often the guns will carry various markings that are unknown or difficult to interpret. This is
especially the case with smooth bore artillery.
Smooth bore artillery may be found manufactured from either Brass or Iron. They include many types
in British Service that include Horse Artillery, Field artillery and Siege Artillery. With in those
categories may be found carronades, mortars, howitzers and cannon. In addition to those manufactured
at the Royal Brass Factory and the Royal Gun Factory (RGF) others were obtained from the trade and
may be found with a variety of manufactures names such as Pegg and Bailey, Carron, Lowmoor and
George Walker and Co. This was largely because the British Army and Navy had an annual demand at
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the end of the eighteenth and early nineteenth century for upwards of 20,000 tubes each year. All the
commercial tubes were proofed at the RGF at Woolwich.
The two primary reasons for the replacement of tubes were bore wear and erosion of the vents. The
Commander Royal Artillery in Lord Wellington’s Peninsula army LT COL Dickson1 noted that the bore
of iron guns would remain unchanged after 2-3000 rounds however the same could not be said for brass
guns. At the San Sebastian assault in 1813 he had 117 pieces of artillery of all natures and 60,000 round
shot, 3,500 case, 20,000 spherical case, 6,000 common case and a number of carcases plus 8,000 barrels
of powder. These numbers provide an indication of the usage of guns particularly in laying siege to
fortified places2.
Vents
The other cause of failure was eroded vents. The projectile provided obturation of the burning powder
until such time as the point of shot start pressure was reached and the projectile began to move. There
was no way however of closing the vent and as the powder burnt the some of the increasing pressure
escaped through the vent and eroded the chamber end and also the vent channel.
The chamber end of the vent could be inspected by making an impression using gutta percha. This
material was heated and attached to a tool that could be expanded forcing the gutta percha into the lower
end of the vent channel. Once cooled, the material would set and the tool extracted. The impression
would be examined and a determination made if remediation could be effected or the tube condemned.
This method of examination was still being employed to examine the bore of artillery tubes up until the
1990’s3
The vent channel could be examined by means of a gauge that was inserted into the vent and would
indicate if the diameter of the channel had enlarged. In either case if the tube could be repaired a process
known as bouching could be performed. This process was also performed on new iron guns after 18554.
A bouch was a threaded copper plug which was placed in the tube at the chamber. The vent channel was
drilled through this plug. Copper was chosen as it did not melt at as a low a temperature as gun metal or
erode as readily as cast iron. The process could be performed in the field by artificers. For a short
period 1844 – 1855 iron tubes were vented in iron as it was thought a galvanic effect was created
between the two metals. This turned out not to be the case and the re use of copper was authorised.
This process could take two men about 5 hours to perform which is remarkable given a hand brace was
used to drill and enlarge hole with progressively larger drills and tapped with progressively larger taps.
The Copper plug would then be screwed in and the vent hole drilled. The tube would then be stamped
on the cascable.
Markings

1

Later Inspector Of Artillery 1822-1827
Wellingtons Guns , Neil Lipscombe 2013
3
The tubes of 25pounders and M2A2 howitzers if severe erosion evident on the impression would be
provisionally condemned (PC) and the impression, bore measurements and Equivalent full charge
(EFC) details forwarded to higher command for ratification of condemnation or authorising further use
with a prescribed EFC limitation.
4
Treatise on the Construction and Manufacture of Ordnance in the British Service Prepared by the
Royal Gun Factory, John Fletcher Owen; and, British Smoothbore Artillery: A technological Study ,
David McConnell; and, Artillery of the Napoleonic Wars 1792-1815, Kevin Kiley
2
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Copper vent
New ( copper vented at manufacture )
Old
Cone vented
Iron vented
Through vented

CV
32 Pounder Fort Dennison, Sydney Harbour

CV
N
C
On the cascable of a 32 Pounder Lowmoor gun seen in Richmond NSW
Artificers Tools for Vents (from the Handbook for Field Service 1867)
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Missing Ulverstone World War 1 War Trophy
You might recall that in Cannon Fire No 3 there was an image of the Ulverstone cannon. Some
more information has come to light re this gun from our north western members. It apparently
moved from the Sea Cadets to the late Ian Crawford’s residence on the old Bass Highway. Ian was a
keen collector and founding member of the Arms Collectors Guild of Tasmania. On his passing the gun
and most of his collection ended up in the possession of Sam Auld, a former South African with a
substantial collection of his own. Sam too has passed away and his collection sold.
The cannon was sold and is still missing. Do you have any further information?

Tasmanian War Memorials and Honour Boards

Sergeant Major Francis MARTINI – John L
The below image of the Memorial Stone at Carr Villa Cemetery, Launceston commemorates the life of a
remarkable Tasmanian Volunteer.
Francis Martini was born in Launceston in 1824. As a young man he was employed locally as a ships
carpenter but the discovery of gold in California prompted him to try his luck in that State. He spent 2-3
years on the goldfields before returning to Launceston. In 1860 he joined the Launceston Volunteer
Rifles but subsequently transferred into the Launceston Volunteer Artillery and began what was to turn
into 45 years of volunteer service with that unit. He served for periods as Drill Instructor for the
Northern Division, Magazine Store Keeper and worked his way up the ranks to the position of Staff
Sergeant Major. He was a crack shot and competed regularly in Rifle shooting competitions.
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In 1897 he was awarded the Colonial Auxiliary Forces Long Service medal. With the Commonwealth
taking over responsibility for Defence in 1903 he was required to retire due to his age. He was on
retirement granted the rank of Warrant Officer. He died at his residence on Sunday 7 May 1916.

The Queen Victoria Museum and Art Gallery holds many objects owned by Francis Martini including
the Testimonial and items of uniform below,
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Launceston Volunteer Rifles Pill Box Cap
John L image
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Launceston Volunteer Rifles Pouch belt
John L image

Framed Testimonial
The top two images are the 40 Pounder Armstrong Guns
The central two images show the 2.5 inch mountain guns (now at Anglesea Barracks, Hobart.
The left image shows the gun broken down to pack horse loads
The bottom two images show the 12 pounder Field Guns (later converted to 15 Pounder) one of which
survives at the National Artillery Museum and is currently being restored.
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John L image

Book Reviews and Useful websites
For Napoleonic Buffs – Reenactors at Waterloo June 2015
https://www.facebook.com/corps.sutler#!/andy.simmonds.739/videos/vb.689998932/101534933652939
33/?type=2&theater
If you are interested in Medals and Framing look at www.foxholemedals.com.au/
You can also sign up for their monthly online newsletter which has some interesting info.
From Steve W re Military vehicle collectors event in UK – amazing how many Armoured vehicles in
collector hands
https://www.warhistoryonline.com/military-vehicle-news/uks-wwii-tank-event-armourembarkation-very-image-heavy.html
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Club Notes
See our web site for upcoming Meeting dates.
South
The City of Hobart is supporting Open House this year more than we have before and we’re
hoping to have the following venues available (some will have heritage officers available to
conduct tours, others will have artists in residence to animate the space):
Saturday 7 November: Dorney House, Princes Park Magazine, Town Hall Basement, St
David’s Park Rotunda, the New Town Rivulet and the Battery Point Sculpture Trail;
Sunday 8 November: Beaumaris Zoo,
We have been requested to open the Queen Victoria Powder Magazine on Sunday the 8th
November as there will be a special Queens Domain Day on that date.

Meetings
Re Enactments
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